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‘Sí, se puede’

Clearing
the hurdle

Local residents rally for fair treatment amid immigration reform discussion

Panel looks back on
the evolution of JMU
Athletics since Title IX

By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

Even after 25 years of living in
the United States, Amparo Zaldivar
still fears that she might be forced
to leave.
“I’m also very scared to be here
in this country,” Zaldiar said. “I’m
afraid to go out in the streets. When
I see police, I feel very scared and I
start shaking.”
Zaldivar, a Harrisonburg local
and undocumented worker from
Mexico, shared her story and spoke
at a rally last night that supported
undocumented workers and immigration reform.
Sponsored by numerous organizations including Dream Activist
Virginia, Occupy Harrisonburg and
the Eastern Mennonite University
Student Government Association,
the rally attracted more than 200
people from the Harrisonburg
community.
They gathered beside Congressman Bob Goodlatte’s downtown
office on South Main Street, holding signs that said “We work hard
for this country” and “No human is
illegal.” Bypassing vehicles showed
their support by honking their car
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Leotus Morrison speaks at Monday’s
panel on Title IX. She was one of nine
speakers at the event in Memorial
hall, held in honor of the law’s 40th
anniversary.
By CONNOR DREW
The Breeze

In honor of the 40th anniversary of
the revolutionary Title IX, JMU held
a discussion panel Monday featuring
prominent women in JMU athletics
past and present.
“If you looked at college sports
[pre-Title IX], they were play dates,”
said Dana Brooks, dean of the College
of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences at West Virginia University and
moderator of the panel. “Run around
the court and have a good time. That
wasn’t organized sport. It was play.”
Title IX was a monumental piece
of legislation in support of genderequality, stating that “no person in
the United States on basis of sex be
excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity receiving federal assistance.”
Title IX had an enormous impact
on college sports, not only was there
more than a 50 percent increase in
women’s college sports, but there
was also a drastic decrease in men’s
sports teams as funding needed to be
reallocated.
In 2007, JMU cut seven men’s
sports and three women’s sports to
help it comply with Title IX. The move
helped to match the proportionality
of women to men in athletics.
“The first response to [AIAW] was
so overwhelming that we didn’t think
the two or three of us that were doing
this could handle it,” said Leotus Morrison, faculty emeritus of JMU and
former president of AIAW. “It was
so obvious that it was needed by
women. They wanted it.”
Morrison has been credited with
the establishment of female athletics
at JMU and played a key role in the
integration of AIAW into the NCAA.
Another panel member, Kittie
Blakemore, a JMU alumna and former head basketball coach at West
Virginia University echoed Morrison’s feelings that women around the
country were in need of AIAW and, in
turn, Title IX.
“In those early years we struggled,
but we did it because we wanted to,”
Blakemore said. “We did it for the
women.”
The panel also opened the floor for
the audience to ask questions. The
first question proposed a controversial issue with Title IX: How can one
defend the loss of dozens of men’s
programs at JMU once Title IX took
effect?
“I was very upset at the time they
eliminated a lot of those sports,” Morrison said. “There were not that many
people at JMU upset at the time. [I
was] retired and upset about it. Very
much so.”
Title IX is still in full force today and
because of factors such as the history
of JMU and the current enrollment
levels — 60 percent female to 40 percent male. JMU has some of the most
successful women’s programs in the
NCAA and the cost of maintaining
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Jossemar Diaz helped lead a rally for immgration reform last night by Congressman Goodlatte’s downtown office.

horns.
A small group of people stood
on a ramp by the side of Goodlatte’s office and led the crowd in
song with “This Little Light of Mine”
and other songs sung in Spanish.

Throughout the event, the crowd
repeatedly chanted “sí, se puede”
– Spanish for “yes, we can.”
Zaldivar said it’s been a struggle
for her and her family to make a
living in the United States, since

both she and her children are
undocumented people. Zaldivar’s
daughter, Isabel Castillo, translated her speech for the crowd.
see RALLY, page 4

The girl with the golden voice
JMU student leaves Harrisonburg to chase her dreams by competing on ‘The Voice’
By PATRICIA SUTHERLAND
and NATALIE JOHNSON
The Breeze

COURTESY OF CHELSEA MOHINDROO

Chelsea Mohindroo is competing in
“battle rounds” on “The Voice”.

Students come to college to pursue
their dreams. JMU junior interdisciplinary liberal studies major, Chelsea
Mohindroo, did just the opposite, taking a year off of school to seize the rare
opportunity to audition for NBC’s “The
Voice.”
Mohindroo has already made it past
the second round of the competition
and is currently contending on Team
Usher.
“My experience on ‘The Voice’ has
been amazing, everybody here is really
welcoming and just the entire vibration of being here is very positive and

encouraging,” Mohindroo said.
Mohindroo describes her emotional experience of stepping on stage for
the first time to audition. She explains
that she “almost started crying” as she
opened the door to walk on, but then
didn’t remember anything aside from
being “very in the moment.”
“If I had been thinking too many
things on stage I probably would have
gotten too nervous, but I just focused
on my voice and singing,” Mohindroo
said.
Mohindroo trains with Usher to
improve her voice and to further herself in the competition.
“It’s really incredible to work with
Usher, and the things he does to train
me as a performer are really helpful,”

Mohindroo said. “I can see how he
was able to make other people famous
because the advice he has to give is
really useful and I’ve used it thus far
to get in the competition.”
At JMU, Mohindroo was a part
of the a capella group The Overtones. Senior and president of The
Overtones, Tina Connor, described
Chelsea’s audition for The Overtones
as exceptional.
“Her audition was unreal — she
sang ‘Happy’ by Leona Lewis,” Connor
said. “When I found out she picked The
Overtones, I did laps around the music
building with other members screaming ‘We got Chelsea! We got Chelsea!’”
see VOICE, page 9
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>> Letting it all hang out

Spring has finally come to JMU this week with temperatures rising into the 80s. Students responded by gathering on the quad for sunbathing, slack lining
and good old-fashioned Frisbee throwing. Freshman Hannah Czerlinsky (top) enjoys time relaxing in a hammock along with sophomore Kyle Bumgarner.
Temperatures are expected to cool off during the weekend with highs sinking into the 60s.

see TITLE IX, page 13
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Sequesters
force colleges
to scale back
research
Stateline.org

WASHINGTON — Marian Alicea, an engineering
student who is slated to graduate from college this spring,
needs a doctorate degree to
achieve her lofty career goal
of becoming a White House
environmental adviser with
scientific expertise. But the
budget battle in Washington
is complicating her plans for
getting there.
In normal times Alicea, who
attends Southern Polytechnic
State University in Marietta,
Ga., would likely be a shoo-in
for a full research stipend. She
is an honors student who has
snagged several prestigious
internships. And as a Latina she belongs to a minority
group that is underrepresented among engineers.
But because of the
sequester — the automatic
federal budget cuts that went
into effect March 1 — some of
the schools that want Alicea
can’t offer her the financial
aid she needs.
Federal agencies pour
billions each year into university research, largely through
grants that allow student

researchers to pay their bills
as they work. With less federal
money to spend, some Ph.D.
programs are delaying admissions decisions, while others
have already cut positions
amid the uncertainty.
In 2011, federal money
accounted for more than $40
billion of the $65 billion universities spent on research.
At several large research universities, including Johns
Hopkins, the University of
Washington, the University
of Pennsylvania and Harvard,
federal dollars comprised 80
percent of research spending.
Like most other federal
agencies, the National Institutes of Health must cut
5 percent of its budget to
comply with sequestration.
Because NIH funnels about
85 percent of its budget to
researchers, it is already
scaling back some grants,
according to director Francis
Collins.
Meanwhile, the National
Science Foundation, facing
similar cuts, estimates it will
give out about 1,000 fewer
research grants and awards
this year, affecting as many as
3,000 researchers.
Researchers and university
officials worry the lost funding
will slow or halt research on
everything from cancer treatments to contaminated soil
and water. They also fear it will
dissuade young scholars from
pursuing scientific careers.

Austin, Texas
next in line for
Google Fiber
Internet

Former
British Prime
Minister
Thatcher dies

Austin American-Statesman

Los Angeles Times

AUSTIN, Texas — Internet
search giant Google Inc. on
Tuesday said it will start offering its ultra-fast Internet access
network in Austin around the
middle of next year.
By fast network, Google
means very fast. Its Google
Fiber network in Austin will
operate at 1 gigabit-per-second speeds, which is about 150
times faster than current typical broadband Internet access
speeds in this country.
The announcement followed days of intense Internet
speculation about the next
market for Google Fiber, which
aims to satisfy some Internet
users’ need for speed. Work
on the project will start almost
immediately, but the network
will take time to complete.
Austin will be the second
major market that Google
Fiber serves, following Kansas
City, where the first customers
received service last November. Austin’s first service is
still more than a year away,
but local officials say the highspeed network could become
a critical advantage for startups and creative companies.

LONDON — Margaret
Thatcher, the grocer’s daughter who punched through an
old-boy political network to
become Britain’s first female
prime minister, stamping her
personality indelibly on the
nation and pursuing policies that reverberate decades
later, has died. She was 87.
The BBC read out a
statement early Monday
afternoon from Thatcher’s
friend and former adviser,
Tim Bell, saying: “It is with
great sadness that Mark and
Carol Thatcher announce
that their mother, Baroness
Thatcher, died peacefully following a stroke this morning.”
Prime Minister David

Cameron, the current leader
of Thatcher’s Conservative
Party, said that his country
had lost “a great leader, a
great prime minister and a
great Briton.”
The woman many regard
as Britain’s most important
peacetime leader of the 20th
century shook her country
like an earthquake after moving into 10 Downing St. in 1979.
She transformed the political and economic landscape
through a conservative freemarket revolution bearing
her name, “Thatcherism,”
which sought to reverse Britain’s postwar decline and
the welfare state that she felt
accelerated it.
Her policies ushered in
boom times for go-getter
Britons but also exacerbated
social inequalities. Such is
her legacy that every prime
minister since has had to
deal with aspects of it, toiling
in the shadow of a woman
worshiped by her fans and
vilified by her foes.

Corrections
n In the April 8 article “The price is wrong,” it was

stated that the in- and out-of-state tuition was only
proposed by the Board of Visitors. In its meeting
on April 5, the BOV approved tuition increase.
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House near
campus
robbed

Jam-packed
Dining

Suspects still at large;
police believe incident
wasn’t random
Police are continuing to investigate
an off-campus armed robbery that
took place on Friday night.
At about 9:40 p.m., two males
entered a residence on the 300 block
of South Main Street and displayed a
firearm. They then proceeded to rob
the occupants of money and electronic
items.
The suspects are described as one
white male and one black male. Both
were wearing dark clothing and had
black bandanas covering their faces.
Lt. Chris Rush of the Harrisonburg
Police said they have reason to believe
that this crime wasn’t random and the
suspects may have known or known of
the occupants.
Rush added that the victims of
the house could have been targeted
because of possible illegal activity that
had been occurring in the residence.
Police are encouraging anyone
with any information on this case or
the suspects to contact HPD. Tipsters
can remain anonymous by calling
Crime Solvers at 540-5674-5050. They
can also text “HPD” plus their tip to
CRIMES (274637).
Residents can also view information
on crimes in their area at crimereports.
com.
-staff report

IN BRIEF
JMU
Two professors awarded
highest honor for faculty
in Virginia
Olga Pierrakos, associate professor
of engineering, and Laura Taalman,
professor of mathematics, were
awarded with the 2013 State Council
of Higher Education for Virginia Outstanding Faculty Awards.
The Outstanding Faculty Awards are
the Commonwealth’s highest honor
for faculty at Virginia’s public and private colleges and universities, and are
presented by the SCHEV. These awards
recognize superior accomplishments
in teaching, research and public service, according to SCHEV.edu.
Pierrakos also received the Rising
Star recipient from SCHEV. During a
celebration at the Jefferson Hotel in
February 2014, the OFA recipients will
each receive a $5,000 award underwritten by the Dominion Foundation and
a commemorative engraved plaque.

New nursing program to
launch next spring
In spring 2014, JMU will launch a
doctor of nursing practice program.
They are now accepting applications.
The program will have both foursemester and six-semester tracks
available. Courses will be offered in
online format so students can work
full-time in the field. Throughout the
program, students will address significant problems in real time and in
practice settings.
Applications will be accepted on a
rolling deadline,with a priority deadline of Aug. 1. Initial enrollment will
be capped at 12 students due to the
intensity of capstone projects. The
program’s curriculum will consist of
40 to 44 credit hours.

Virginia
Teens jump out of
malfunctiong car on I-81
Two passengers in a runaway vehicle with dysfunctional brakes jumped
from their car Tuesday on Interstate 81
in Augusta County, according to the
Washington Post.
Virginia State Police say the occupants, Sean Wies and Amy Guevara,
leapt from the car as it was going
around 30 miles per hour. Police also
said yesterday that Sgt. C.J. Aikens
used his patrol car to ram the back
of the vehicle and guide it into the
guardrail.
Aikens and Wies were transported
to Augusta Health for non-lifethreatening injuries.
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Students eat outside of PC Dukes on a warm evening. Often the tables outside are the only available seating since inside is usually full.
By SALLIE DRUMHELLER
The Breeze

What do football and eating on campus have in common? They’re both contact
sports.
Although freshman classes are growing,
JMU’s dining facilities remain the same,
resulting in crowds of frustrated students.
“It takes you like, 30 minutes to stand in
line, then you can’t even find a seat,” said
Morgan Busey, a sophomore international
affairs major. “It’s annoying.”
Going to the dining halls during peak
times will guarantee you long lines, waiting
for seats and eventually a meal.
Angela Ritchie, the Dining Services marketing manager, says communication is a key

strategy in tackling any problems concerning
dining at JMU. While she says she does not
receive specific complaints from students,
Dining Services uses Twitter, @JMUDining,
to invite student comments and gain valuable feedback.
In one tweet, Dining Services responded
to a student complaining about a crowd at
PC Dukes, saying “Sorry about the crowds at
Dukes. We’re re-evaluating weekend hours
and offerings so your suggestions are really
helpful.”
Ritchie said no changes will be made until
next semester.
On days like Choices and open house
when prospective students flood campus,
Dining Services emails students to suggest
they avoid high-traffic dining halls.

“Everyone wants to go to the big ones like
D-Hall and E-Hall when they visit campus,”
Ritchie said. “Some parents that went to JMU
will go to Dukes just because they remember
it, but it’s mostly the other ones.”
Ritchie also works on grinding down traffic to plan for coming semesters, taking into
account which locations are highly traveled
at certain times and which locations students
prefer.
“We’re really seeing an increase in the food
courts like PC Dukes and Top Dog,” Ritchie
said. “We’re thinking probably you all are in
a hurry and want to grab something quick.
We’re always looking at our grab-and-go
options and how to move things quicker
see DINING, page 4

Blending social media
New app combines the more popular features of Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and Tumblr
By ISABEL JIMENEZ-BUSH
contributing writer

As if Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat
and Tumblr aren’t enough, students
can expect to see another way to
connect with each other with a new
JMU-exclusive social media app.
Erodr, a free iOS app, combines
the networking of Facebook with
“like” and “dislike” buttons, a Twitter-like newsfeed, the community
aspect of Tumblr and a post time
limit like Snapchat.
Erodr’s slogan, “What happens on
campus, stays on campus,” is based
on the idea that it’s exclusive to those
with JMU email accounts.
It’s set to launch this coming fall
semester.
Alex Chamberlain, a junior integrated science and technology
major, is the campus launch representative for Erodr at JMU. After the
Virginia Tech representative for Erodr
explained the app to Chamberlain, he
took the opportunity to represent the
app on the JMU campus.
“Once I found out about it and had
it fully explained, I really liked the
idea,” Chamberlain said.
Erodr includes strong privacy controls to prevent tracing a post back
to its user’s identity. A user has the

option post anonymously, set a time
limit for a post before it disappears
and set a location range so only people within a certain distance of the
user can access the post.
“Nobody can go back to your time
in college and look at what you were
posting or what you were doing at
that time. It will erode just like the
name, Erodr,” said Chamberlain.
The app was developed at the
University of Missouri and released
in November of 2012. It has since
expanded to schools like Temple
University, Pennsylvania State University, Louisiana State University,
Bloomsburg University and Virginia
Tech.
Chamberlain said Erodr at Virginia Tech gained 900 users since its
launch midway through this semester and has an overall retention rate
of 70 percent among its users in all
the colleges it’s currently active.
Chamberlain thinks anonymity is
the best feature about the app. He
likes how the posts disappear over
time so they can’t be searched like
on Twitter and Facebook.
Mitchell Pitts, a sophomore health
sciences major, can see the benefits
of Erodr on the weekends for offcampus events.
“The party scene would love this,”

Pitts said, “Everyone would go on
there just to find parties.”
Sophomore history
major Peter Watt thinks
that having a live
stream of anonymous and
location-based
updates can be
dangerous for
partygoers.
“It’s like sending
an open invitation to people
you don’t know,” Watt said.
“It’s not your place to invite
people to a party in someone
else’s house and open it up to
everyone.”
According to Chamberlain, adding friends on Erodr
is unlike any social media app
because a friend’s name is only
searchable if they have posted on the
“streamer,” or newsfeed. They can
be found by typing their username
in the format of “@firstname_lastinitial.” If a certain person hasn’t
posted on the streamer, that user will
be invisible to everyone.
Like Twitter, both users must
mutually follow each other. Then,
one of the parties must “approve,”
a friend request. Once a user has
friends, posts can be limited to
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“Friends Only” and the streamer can
sort friend posts from everyone else.
Olivia Massa, a sophomore dietetics major, is a little wary about the
app in general and the confusion it
might bring with event updates from
users, especially with the anonymous setting.
“Posting anonymously seems
See APP, page 4

Students weigh in on historic fight
Gay marriage ban being decided by Supreme Court; differing opinions at JMU
By ERIC GRAVES
The Breeze

In possibly the most influential civil rights
case since the 1960s, the Proposition 8 gaymarriage ban has made its way to the Supreme
Court’s hands.
Prop. 8 was a constitutional amendment
passed in California after the 2008 presidential
elections and effectively eliminated same-sex
marriage in the state. After many appeals in the
California courts, the Supreme Court agreed last
December to take the case.
While the Supreme Court is deciding on the
legislature, a number of students at JMU have
voiced their opinions on the subject matter of
gay rights.
Raychel Whyte, the president of Madison
Equality, believes that Prop. 8 should be struck

down and used to open the doors toward many
issues regarding gay rights.
“I definitely think it would break down a lot
of barriers,” said Whyte, a junior health sciences major. “We’re in college right now and even
though we’re not really looking to get married
necessarily any time soon, it would be nice to
know that I could in the future.”
Whyte said that while marriage equality is an
important issue, she feels that there are equally important problems facing the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community.
“We have a lot of LGBT staff and faculty on
campus who can’t get benefits for their partners
or children,” Whyte said. “They aren’t covered
by the law and in Virginia, you can still be fired
for being gay.”
The current federal law gives workplace protection based on race, gender, religion, national

origin and disability but not sexual orientation.
While Prop. 8 focuses primarily on California, opposers foresee a sweeping effect that
would influence other states to also legalize gay
marriage.
Sarah Hogg, vice president of Madison Equality, feels that whatever ruling the Supreme Court
makes on Prop. 8 will be used as a national
model for the country.
“It will definitely have a ripple effect,” Hogg,
a sophomore philosophy major said. “California
is often seen as the most liberal state. If we can’t
get gay marriage in the most liberal state, than
what the hell is going on? Striking down Prop. 8
will be a huge beacon for the nation that we can
move forward.”
Hogg said that Madison Equality has never
see PROP 8, page 4
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Prop 8 | ‘We’re here, we’re queer, and we’re not going anywhere’
from page 3

experienced any issues from the various religious groups on campus.
She said that she received the most
amount of opposition to gay marriage
not at JMU, but in the Harrisonburg
community.
“Two weeks or so ago I was interviewed by WHSV about gay marriage
and was put up against one of the local
pastors,” Hogg said. “He was vehemently opposed to the gay-marriage
movement. It worries me a little bit that
some JMU students go to his services
and receive that message.”
Junior athletic training major Anthony Gay believes that, as a country, there
is no reason for gay marriage not be
legal in all states.
According to Gay, using religion is
unfair, especially to those who do not
practice Christianity.
“The main argument that everyone
knows about is using the Bible against
same-sex marriage,” Gay said. “You
can’t do that, we have the separation
of church and state. Are we just going
to throw that away to argue against gay
marriage?”
Not all JMU students fully support
gay marriage. Nicole Caliri, a freshman biology major, believes that gays
should experience the full rights of
marriage but with some differences.
“Marriage was something that was
created by religion,” Caliri said. “If a
church wanted to marry gays, then they
should be able to. They shouldn’t force
other churches to follow that practice if

it’s something they don’t believe in.”
Caliri believes the word marriage
holds different meanings to different people and that the law should
reflect this.
“If we can give the LGBT community the same rights as heterosexual
couples than that’s great,” she said.
“They should create two definitions
for marriage, a religiously accepted
marriage and a government accepted
marriage and tack that onto it.”
Gian Gonzalez, a freshman economics major, is a Catholic who
believes gay marriage is wrong.
“First of all, gay marriage is illegal
in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
therefore it is illegal in our public
university,” Gonzalez said. “Marriage
is naturally between a man and a
woman for reasons of procreation
and unity.”
Hogg said that she knows several LGBT students who are not only
involved in Madison Equality but in
religious organizations as well.
“There can definitely be a compromise between religious groups and
LGBT,” Hogg said.
Madison Equality serves on campus as a support group that provides
a social outlet and information for the
gay community on campus.
“We do what we can to make
sure people know there’s an LGBT
community on campus,” Whyte
said. We’re here, we’re queer
and we’re not going anywhere.”
contact Eric Graves at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Freshman interdisciplinary and liberal studies major Natalie Duncan (left), freshman theatre and dance major Sam Brackley
(middle) and sophomore marketing major Dylan Bostic participated in the “Gay? Fine by me.” T-shirt event on Wednesday.
Madison Equality gave out over 900 shirts at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. They ran out of shirts shortly after 1 p.m.

dining | New dining hall locations possible in the future
from page 3

through there.”
A dining hall choice is largely
based on time of day and location.
E-Hall is known for its brunch on
the weekends, while food courts see
a lunch and dinner rush during the
week.
Cynthia Gray, a junior media arts
and design major and cashier at Market One, said she usually sees a rush
around 6:10 p.m.
Although Gray knows the students
find the crowds annoying, they rarely
complain to her.
“They never say anything to me,”
Gray said. “Most people are pretty
polite.”
The rushes take a toll on both
employees and students.
“Just yesterday I was at Top Dog
and waited half an hour to get food,”
senior media arts and design major
Adrianna Monteagudo said.
The crowds are not only in line.
Often students choose to eat at an
alternate location, like Taylor Down
Under or Warren Hall. As the weather warms up, many students will
choose to picnic outside, leaving
more seating available inside.
While Gray works the evening shift
at Market One, she says the day shift
is worse. To prepare for the rush periods, the employees try to stock up on
lids, cups and utensils.
“It’s hard when we’re running low
on stuff,” said Gray. “You have to try
to wait to jump in.”
Dining Services has 1,100 employees, 600 of whom are students. If
dining halls continue to get busier,
Dining Services plans to hire more
part-time employees, rather than
increasing existing employees’ hours.
According to Ritchie, students are
never turned away from any dining facilities, but sometimes people
are held at the door at locations like

APP | New
social media
from page 3

have to live on campus,” Schwartzbach said. “I don’t want diarrhea all
the time.”
Crowded dining halls seem to be
more of an inconvenience during
certain times, rather than a problem
that Dining Services thinks needs an
immediate solution.
“We recognize that some things we
can do something about; other things
are more difficult but we look at that
in our future planning,” Ritchie said.
Many students attribute the problem to just that — the future.
“JMU talks about how crowded things are like the dorms,”
Monteagudo said. “But the freshman class gets bigger every year.”

confusing,” Massa said. “If I want to
find a party or an event, I’ll text my
friends and not look to social media.”
But Chamberlain didn’t think partiers would be the only ones to use
Erodr. He said other campus groups
would find the app useful to communicate events.
Emily Pelto, a sophomore biology
major, agrees with Chamberlain. She
thinks Erodr would be great for events
like blood drives in Warren as a way of
announcing big events for students to
properly plan ahead instead of finding out about them last minute.
Pelto sees Erodr having more of a
Twitter-esque resemblance than any
other of the combined social media
apps.
“It’d be another place for people
to put their opinions on — just little
snippets like Twitter,” Pelto said. “It’s
all short-lived news, nothing you can
go back and look up again like a blog.”
Chamberlain is looking to form a
launch team for JMU to help throw
launch parties and give out free merchandise to spread the word about
Erodr this fall.
“We’ll promote Erodr, throw parties, give out gear, coozies, hats, and
T-shirts,” Chamberlain said.
Once the app arrives in the fall,
students like Kelsey Langton are
going to wait it out first to see if the
momentum picks up like Chamberlain expects.
“I would probably wait to see
if other people use it before me,”
Langton, a sophomore health sciences major said. “I’d be a little
nervous to be the first to try it.”

contact Sallie Drumheller
at drumhesr@dukes.jmu.edu.

contact Isabel Jimenez-Bush
at jimeneim@dukes.jmu.edu.

becky sullivan / The breeze

E-Hall is busiest during special events such as Choices. During these occasions Dining Services warns students to stay away.

D-Hall and E-Hall, where you must
swipe your JACard before entering.
Dukes is the only location open
past 8 p.m. on the weekends, and
many times students will opt for
grabbing something quick rather
than parking and sitting down somewhere. According to Ritchie, Dining
Services is looking at adding hours to
an existing facility on the weekends,
but this wouldn’t be implemented
until next year, if at all.
While Dining Services won’t disclose specific expansion plans,
Ritchie says that there will be a location in the new Constitution Hall
(next to Montpelier in the former
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
complex) that is most similar to the
POD Express market in HHS.
Senior integrated science and

technology major Josh Erney says
an expansion is necessary.
“It’s pretty bad now,” Erney said. “If
more people keep coming in, it’s just
going to get worse.”
In 2011, JMU was ranked fifth on
Princeton Review’s best campus
food, a list that’s based on student
surveys and feedback from contacts
at universities. JMU has made the list
consistently for 11 years. This reputation is advertised to prospective
students on campus tours, according
to junior hospitality and math double
major Jordan Schwartzbach.
Whether or not prospective students feel this is an important factor
in deciding on colleges is dependent
on the student.
“I know I personally cared, but
I care about food, especially if you

rally | ‘82 percent of deportees from Harrisonburg aren’t criminals’
from front

Zaldivar went on to say that other
immigrants like her are treated like
second-class citizens in the United
States and then made a plea to the
government to reform immigration
laws.
“We came to this country like
everyone else, we’ve worked the
hardest and dirtiest jobs that other
people do not want to take and can’t
do,” Zaldivar said. “I’ve been there,
I’ve worked those jobs — I’ve worked
this way and have been here for over
25 years in this country. I’ve never
asked the government for anything,
but I ask today and ask God to allow
the Senators’ hearts to soften.”
Through tears, Zaldivar said visiting her relatives and family in Mexico
could be equally, if not more dangerous, than staying here.
“My parents are older now and
I’m afraid I might not ever see them
again,” Zaldivar said. “I’m terrified
that they will deport me because in
Mexico, there is a lot of violence and
people are being killed. Just recently,
they kidnapped two of my cousins
and almost killed one of my brothers.”
Deportation, she said, can have
devastating effects on families, especially when the parents are forced to

leave their children behind with foster parents who, in some cases, abuse
the children.
“Let us fight for justice,” Castillo
said. “Let us not wait for things to
come to us — that’s why our countries are the way they are. It’s time to
act now. I’m undocumented and no
longer afraid.”
Castillo and Zaldivar then led
the crowd in chanting “Unafraid,
undocumented”.
According to Castillo, Goodlatte
is in support of the further militarization of U.S. borders and doesn’t
show support for the documentation
of immigrant families in the country.
She asked the crowd to call both
Goodlatte’s local and Washington
D.C. offices and leave messages on
his phone, in hopes of getting his
attention. Many people in the crowd
immediately started dialing the
numbers.
“He needs to hear from everyone,
he needs to keep feeling the pressure,
” Castillo said. “So if you can pull out
your cellphones, his office might be
closed, but tomorrow morning, he
will wake up to many calls — to all of
your voices.”
As the crowd dispersed, activist
Jossemar Diaz led the crowd in chanting “The people, united, will never be

divided.”
Lara Mack, a Harrisonburg resident and 2008 JMU alumna, said
discrimination isn’t a new problem
in the community.

“People have established
their lives here and,
you know, have children
here now and this is
their home. They can’t
work legally, they can’t
get a driver’s license,
they’re scared of
getting deported so
that’s the big problem.”
Isabel Castillo

Harrisonburg resident

“In the past, leaders of this
community have supported very antiimmigration laws,” Mack said. “There
have been [Immigration and Customs
Enforcement] raids here where people have been removed and sent back
to their countries, where they have a
life here. So I’m standing here with

my brothers and sisters of the community saying, ‘these people are
being oppressed and that’s not ok,’ so
we’re standing in solidarity for them.”
Castillo said many people in the
local area have also taken up the fight
for immigration reform including the
Harrisonburg City Council and local
religious groups.
Originally from Michoacán, Mexico, Castillo said she and her mother
are still undocumented citizens,
despite having lived here for over
25 years. Castillo said even though
her mother’s husband, an American
citizen, has petitioned for her citizenship, the process is painstaking.
“It’ll be 30 years before they even
get to her application and that just
goes to show how broken our immigration system is and how backlogged
it is,” Castillo said. “The reality is that
every day her life is at risk and she
could be deported any day.”
According to Castillo, there’s 11
million undocumented people in
the country and it would be unrealistic and wrong to deport them.
“People have established their
lives here and, you know, have children here now and this is their home,”
Castillo said. “They can’t work legally, they can’t get a driver’s license,
they’re scared of getting deported and

so that’s the big problem.”
Castillo and Dream Activist Virginia recently found that 82 percent
of deportees from Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County weren’t
criminals.
“Every year [federal authorities]
deport 400,000 people and so that’s
a huge problem,” she said. “It’s time
for them to have immigration reform
so that the deportations so that families can be together and so families
cannot be deported.”
Castillo said there’s no concrete
plans for further protests at the
moment, but she thinks it’s important
that people in the JMU community
are aware of the issue.
“I think that a lot of students at JMU
— it might not affect them directly
but it’s important to know that your
neighbors and possibly even your
girlfriend or boyfriend might be
undocumented and you don’t even
know it,” Castillo said. “We are all
human beings. This country was built
by immigrants. Unless you’re Native
American, you have some type of
immigrant descent and so it’s important to pay attention to these issues
because these are your neighbors.”
Contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Letter to the Editor

Standardized cheating: teachers pressured to give hints

A case for ‘vegging’ out

Testing procedures from the Bush era are leading to nothing but trouble and legal action in Atlanta schools
It’s a sad reality that teachers
have lost confidence in their
students and the public school
system.
On March ,  teachers
in the Atlanta Public School
district were accused of giving
elementary school students
answers to standardized test
questions while proctoring. While
it’s easy to blame these teachers,
we also have to wonder what
caused them to cheat in the first
place. All of the evidence points
to the No Child Left Behind Act.
The NCLB law was passed by
President George W. Bush in 
in a valiant effort to boost the
level of schooling at all public
schools receiving state funding.
As long as the students performed
well enough on standardized
exams the public school was
deemed acceptable and would
remain eligible for state funding.
The Act, while honest and
encouraging to the naïve, ideal
eye, has clear faults. Public school
teachers and administrators
cannot be trusted to administer
these exams, rendering the NCLB
pointless.
The only people that should be

DARTS

in charge of running standardized
tests to determine public school
funding is the state itself, the
group that is actually doing the
funding.
The case of improper handling
and scoring of the standardized
tests in Atlanta Public Schools
should be enough to change the
rule immediately, since it’s clear
that teachers have a bias in favor
of their own careers. Teachers
are not focusing on teaching the
students.
They are focusing on test scores
— a number — and they don’t
think the students can reach that
number themselves.
Imagine being a parent and
hearing this story. If my son’s
teacher did not believe he could
pass this exam on his own? That is
ridiculous! This lack of confidence
exhibited by the faculty of the
Atlanta Public Schools is pathetic.
A standardized test that prompts
teachers to cover up poor
teaching makes it hard to believe
that the NCLB is working.
It is up for debate whether
a ubiquitous standardized
examination can wholly account
for a school’s success in teaching

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “this-is-not-the-JMUI-remember” dart to the
Harrisonburg police for
patrolling in large packs on
Saturday to “protect” students.
From a sad JMU alumna
who came back to enjoy her
professional fraternity’s alumni
weekend only to find that there
were more cops out on bikes
than students enjoying the spring
weather.
A “good-luck-walking-thisweek” pat to all the Dukes
who ran the Charlottesville
Marathon and Half-Marathon
last weekend.
From the junior who’s
dreading walking down stairs as
much as you are.
An “I-needed-that” pat to the
vending machine worker who
gave me a free coffee because
my dining dollars ran out.
From a junior who really
needed to wake up before class.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

An “injustice-prevails” dart to
the Rockingham County General
District Court judge who
dismissed all eight felony counts
from the guy who threw away
completed voter registration
forms last year and left him with
two measly misdemeanors.
From a student who knows
you’re now just as guilty as the
culprit.
A “bike-on-the-right-sideof-the-road” dart to the
intelligent individual biking
toward me in the bike lane on
South Main.
From a biker who rides on
days when it isn’t warm and
sunny out, reads the laws and
doesn’t care if next time we crash
head on.
A “this-world-needs-moregenerous-people-like you”
pat to the woman in Carrier who
gave her JACard to the Starbucks
barista and told her she’d cover

The case of improper
handling and scoring of
the standardized tests
in Atlanta Public Schools
should be enough
to change the rule
immediately, since it’s
clear that teachers have
a bias in favor of their
own careers. Teachers
are not focusing on
teaching the students.
They are focusing on
test scores — a number —
and they don’t think the
students can reach that
number themselves.
children. Standardized tests “are
virtually useless at measuring the
effects of classroom instruction
… using item response theory,

everyone’s drinks because she
had too many dining dollars and
wanted to share.
From an appreciative student
whose day was made.
A “gymbabies-forever” pat
to the seniors on the JMU Club
Gymnastics team.
From a fellow senior ready
to make this last competition
count with all of her favorite
people and maybe take a couple
yearbook pictures too.
An “it’s-my-Quad-too” dart
to the couple who took the good
hammock trees on the Quad.
From the bitter single girl who
just wanted to relax for the first
time in her hammock.
An “I’m-already-broke” dart
to JMU for proposing differential
tuition without thinking about
how it will strain students.
From a student who can
barely afford JMU as it is and is
working  hours a week just to
stay afloat.
An “I-hope-you’re-proud-ofyourself!” dart to the young
man who grabbed Ryan Lewis’
towel from my teenage son as he

developers select questions based
on a model that correlates students’
ability with the probability that they
will get a question right,” according
to the New York Times.
A test with the same questions
and no room for free response or a
different style of thinking is a very
unfair judge of intelligence. Neither
President Bush, nor his guiding
counsel, could have possibly seen
the weapon they were creating
when they put pen to paper in the
signing of this bill. Do we really
believe we live in a theoretical
world where people will not do
everything possible to ensure the
children’s “success,” and thus more
money? Come on. This is the st
century.
All in all, the unfortunate events
occurring in Atlanta prove that
NCLB has caused nothing but
unneeded pressure and temptation.
How can we teach children not to
cheat when their teachers have
decided to?
Stephanie is a junior writing,
rhetoric and technical
communication major. Contact
Stephanie at spoerlse@dukes.
jmu.edu.

was leaving the stage after the
Macklemore concert.
From a disappointed parent.
A “no-need-to-get-physical”
dart to the girl who punched
me in the head because she
thought I head butted her at the
Macklemore concert.
From a senior trying to enjoy
the last few weeks without getting
injured.
An “I-don’t-even-likecanteloupe” dart to my professor
and her late policy of saying a
code word to be let into class.
From a frequently late student
who’s tired of the strange looks.

An “everything-is-darts-andpats-and-nothing-hurts”
pat to the JMU community for
submitting a ton of Darts & Pats
this week.
From the opinion editor whose
favorite part of the job is reading
them.
A “please-don’t-tease-us” dart
to Mother Nature.
From a bikini-clad woman
who’s afraid this weather won’t
last.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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I commend Caroline Kelly for
making such an excellent case for
meat-free living in her April th
Breeze article “Get a heart and get
healthy: go meatless.” It’s important
for students to learn how their
dietary choices affect not only
themselves but the rest of the world.
The documentation concerning
the benefits of eating less meat (and
ideally no meat) is overwhelming.
But the most influential one I’ve
found is a  United Nations
report called “Livestock’s Long
Shadow,” which is available online
and a great inspiration for making
personal changes just in time for
Earth Day (April ).
The report supports the argument
that what you eat affects the
environment more than what you
drive. When it comes to factors
contributing to climate change,
the U.N. found that “the livestock
sector is a major player, responsible
for  percent of greenhouse gas
emissions ... This is a higher share
than transport.”
Animal agriculture, from grazing
to slaughter, uses vast amounts of
land and water, and contributes to
air pollution as well. The growing
appetite for meat and dairy products
in regions of the world where it used
to be consumed more moderately
is a major factor; the report says,
“Global production of meat is
projected to more than double …[by]
.”
Biodiversity is also at stake. The
Amazon rainforest is a well-known
example, but habitats around the
world are being diminished to make
room for grazing and intensive
farming. The U.N. report says
livestock now account for about 
percent of the total terrestrial animal
biomass. The  percent of land
they populate was once habitat for
wildlife.
There are health implications
as well, given the large amount of
antibiotics fed to farm animals and
the ability of viruses to mutate and
spread between species, as the latest
outbreak of bird flu in the United
States shows.
The ultimate “inconvenient
truth” is that the mass production
of meat is simply incompatible
with a sustainable planet. But it’s
easy to turn the problem around.
Begin with Meatless Mondays (a
program launched by Johns Hopkins
University). Choose meatless meals
one day a week or one meal a day,
and the vegetarian options at favorite
restaurants. Even Burger King has a
veggie burger now.
I can only hope that D-Hall is
more veg-friendly than it was when
I attended JMU. But, regardless, I
started my vegetarian transition at
this university, and am proudly meatfree still. If you want to “go green,”
eating green makes perfect sense.
Jill Church
JMU class of 1983
Breeze managing editor
1982-1983
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NATALIE JOHNSON | The Breeze

Struggle of the ‘biddie’
The stereotype isn’t true for every girl in Uggs
I remember it like it was
just yesterday. I was sitting in
philosophy class when a student
asked: Are people born biddies
or do they have biddie-ness
thrust upon them? While my
classmates were describing this
so-called “biddie,” I suddenly
came to the horrible realization
that I, myself, fall into this
category.
I matched the physical
description to a T: leggings,
sorority letters and a North
Face. Oh, and the fact that I have
blonde hair inevitably gives me
bonus points on the biddie scale.
But why is it that because I
happen to choose leggings over
jeans, or want to stay warm
in the winter with a popular
jacket, I automatically fall into
a stereotype? And not just
any stereotype, but one that is
doused in negative connotations:
slutty, ditsy, wild and perhaps
slightly alcoholic. How is it that
these terms are immediately
ascribed to girls who happen to
dress similarly?
I find it odd that this
stereotype was never an issue
when I was in high school,
despite me dressing essentially
the same then as I do now. Back
then it was viewed simply as
yet another style of the many
“cliques,” but now it’s seen as
an entire culture or way of life.
Not only that, but the emphasis
on this “biddie lifestyle” seems
applicable solely to JMU women.
Nearly every college student
who goes to school in Virginia
has caught wind of the so-called
“JMU biddie.”
I’ve never heard a girl
proudly admit to her biddie-like
qualities, and with good reason.
But these women are certainly
out there, at least according to
the amount of attention this
supposed “group” receives. And
let’s face it, we’ve all seen the
stereotypical biddies, dressed
in black bandage skirts and
heels, roaming Forest Hills in
-degree weather.
But just because a female
chooses to dress a certain way
and enjoys going out on the
weekends, doesn’t inevitably
make her a party-hard alcoholic.
Nor does it make her a slut or
the college version of Karen from
“Mean Girls.”
I’m personally sick of

But why is it that
because I happen to
choose leggings over
jeans, or want to stay
warm in the winter with
a popular jacket, that I
automatically fall into
a stereotype? And not
just any stereotype,
but one that is
doused in negative
connotations: slutty,
ditsy, wild and perhaps
slightly alcoholic.
self-consciously wearing
leggings and repping my sorority
letters, knowing the stereotype
people will assign to me solely
based on my appearance. What
someone wears and how they act
are not inevitably correlated. I may
have a “biddie-like” appearance,
but the associations that come
along with that are, for the most
part, foreign to my personality.
And what about men? I’ve
certainly seen masses of guys
dressed in similar attire: duck
boots, pastel pants and plaid
button downs. Why aren’t
they biddies? Sure they also
have similar connotations
surrounding their “bro”
appearance, but these qualities
are generally seen as “cool”
among the majority of men. So
why is it that women are the only
ones who automatically fall into
this negative stereotype?
Either way, these people do
have real aspirations beyond
getting hammered on a Friday
night and I think the biddie
associations have gone too far.
Though I know some people find
the entire idea of the “biddie”
culture funny and agree that
there are certainly things to be
said about our unoriginal style,
personality should not be based
upon this.
Natalie Johnson is a
sophomore media arts and
design and political science
double major. Contact Natalie
at johns4na@dukes.jmu.edu.
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The summertime search

Start looking for jobs now and follow these four steps to make the best of it

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

Many students in high school and college become certified lifeguards to gain leadership experience and soak up the sun.

School is out in only a few
weeks, so the time is now for those
considering a summer job.
Everyone has a different reason
to get a summer job. They might
want spending money or may want
to stash away some cash for the next
school year. The applicant might
be looking for a fun experience to
build a skillset for the future. The
summer job is a big step toward
transitioning to adulthood. If any
of these reasons resonate, then the
student needs to get ready because
many employers start recruiting
before summer.
First of all, potential employees
will have to decide on the type
of summer job they want. Most
summer jobs provide transferable
skills that can come in handy
down the line. Retail positions
offer a great opportunity to
learn universally-needed sales
techniques, such as the ability to
interact with the public in a team
setting.
Food-service jobs provide regular
customer interaction. Servers,
hosts and busboys are often better
paid than hourly workers thanks
to tips. Babysitting, which requires
responsibility and patience, could
be another good experience.
An internship in social media,
marketing or finance might provide

Calling all seniors!
On April 22nd the darts & pats will be
dedicated to the graduating class.
********
Submit your goodbye dart or pat at
breezejmu.org by April 21st and check it off
your bucket list.

valuable business experience but
often pays far less, if at all.
There are many other options
as well. Whether you’d like to be a
golf caddy or lifeguard at a country
club, working at a sports stadium or
amusement park, working outdoors
on a farm or nursery or mowing
lawns or joining a hotel as a front
desk clerk or housekeeper, choose
quickly because hiring has already
begun.
Finding the best summer job
requires action. Here are a few
suggestions to get the ball rolling
before it’s too late:
. Look beyond the usual
websites: Don’t just look at a
school’s career site or a government
job bank. There are many sites with
job lists.
. Network: Referrals and
word of mouth are a great way
to get a summer job. Many small
businesses prefer to hire from
referrals. Applicants should tell
others they are looking for a
job. Life is about who you know,
so applicants should start with
parents, parents’ friends, teachers,
counselors and coaches and friends
and their parents. Be professional,
show enthusiasm and see if they
know anyone hiring.
. Stand Out: Six seconds.
According to a  study,

that’s how much time recruiters
usually look at a resume. A stellar
academic record and long list of
accomplishments must all fit in
those six seconds, so be sure to
format a resume or online profile
carefully. Find ways to stand out
and show off personality and
influence.
. Clean up an online persona:
An online presence speaks
volumes to a potential employer.
Google a name and see what
comes up. Increase security
settings on Facebook and Twitter
profiles. Applicants should update
a professional profile on LinkedIn
if seeking a white-collar career, or
create a work profile on Shiftgig.
com if seeking shift work.
Summer can be an invaluable
first work experience. Get a
job that pays, but also learn a
marketable skill. Get accustomed
to a team environment. Improve
ability to communicate with
customers. The summer
experience is a perfect way to
demonstrate an understanding of
the value of a hard-earned dollar,
show ability to work as a team
player, practice customer service,
deal with conflict resolution
and be responsible. These are
all important experiences that
employers look for when hiring.

Life

RAWR!
Jurassic Park re-released in 3-D, review on page 9.
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Mackle MORE!

Thrift-shopper turned YouTube phenom performs at JMU
By Alicia Hesse
The Breeze

Becky Sullivan / the breeze

Thrift shops, hand-me-downs and fur
coats aren’t just things of the past anymore. Andrew Edwards, a junior biology
major, wore a fur coat that got him celebrity attention at the Macklemore and Ryan
Lewis show on Monday night. Macklemore pointed him out in the crowd and
wore it while singing, “Thrift Shop”.
“It smells like a grandmother who loved
Old English and marijuana. It smells perfect,” Macklemore said. “I’m all about
giving animals great opportunities in their
afterlife.”
The Convocation Center was alive with
excitement and energy that flowed back
and forth between Macklemore and the
amped crowd during the sold out show.
Hands were flying, the bass was pulsing through the floor and the crowd was
dancing and bumping to the hip-hop and
mash-ups.
“The energy was surreal, being able to
actually feel the water drops that [Macklemore] was throwing,” said freshman
Gavin Wells, who had a front-row spot.
“With eye contact he really connected,
and falling into the crowd; it really breaks
the barrier between star and fans.”
Macklemore pumped up the crowd with
his animated performance, frequent dips
into the audience and crowd surfing. He
was equally impressed with how enthusiastic the audience was throughout the
night.

“I’m gonna say it now, [JMU] craziest
college town of 2013,” Macklemore said.
Drumming on seats and rattling the
area with bleacher hitting, 3,200 concert
attendees shook the room with avid cheering in response.
“[Macklemore] wanted this college to
be the craziest college he’s ever been to
and obviously JMU delivered … by being
insanely loud and going all out, chanting
along with him and being really involved
rather than just being a normal crowd,”
freshman marketing major Will Thompson said.
Macklemore performed “Thrift Shop,”
the longest running No. 1 rap single on
Billboard Magazine’s Hot R&B/Hip-Hop
Songs chart, early on in the night and
again as one of the three encore songs.
The audience went full throttle both
times, busting out dance moves and belting the lyrics.
“The first time I was a little disappointed because he played ‘Thrift Shop’ as his
third song … because it’s the most known,”
Thompson said. “But when he played it a
second time it was a good way to end the
concert ... it ended on a high note.”
When UPB first announced Macklemore and Ryan Lewis as the spring
concert artists some students had
n e g a t i v e re s p o n s e s, s a y i n g t h a t
“Thrift Shop” was the only hit song
they’d have to play. While it may be
their most popular song in terms of
see MACKLEMORE, page 9

Macklemore brought his signature style to Harrisonburg during his performance on

Emily Winters | foodie on a dime

Go with what you got
Use your barren cupboards and creativity

From diagnosis to triumph

Student uses personal experience with cancer to start teen patient organization
By Lori News
contributing writer

Courtesy of EMILY WINTERS

Emily Winters roasts vegetables and beans, then places them in a tortilla.

As my time in college comes
to an end, I think back on all of
the weird concoctions that I’ve
come up with. Not only does
the end of the school year mean
classes are over, it also means
that the
ingredients in
my cabinets
are dwindling
down. I’d
like to take
advantage
of this time
to test my
cooking
prowess and see what I can
come up with using the few
options I have left.
There are a few basic ground
rules that help me ensure that
whatever I come up with will
be edible. If I start with some
kind of starch, like potatoes or
rice, the foundation of the meal
is set. Next I pick a vegetable,
like broccoli, for example.
The vegetables can be frozen,
canned or fresh; they vary a
little bit in taste but not enough
for it to really matter. Finally I
figure out what type of protein
I want to add. This could be
beans, fish, a veggie burger or
meat. I find that a lot of times I
get to the end of the semester
and discover a can of beans
that has been hiding behind my
cereal box on the top shelf.
To get the meal going, I start
off the starch first because it
usually takes the longest. If
you’re cooking meat, throw
that in one skillet on the stove
top and prepare it however
you want to. You could dice up
chicken and get it ready to stir
fry or throw fish in foil and put
it in the oven.

In a second pan, in the
microwave or in the oven,
you’ll want to prepare your
vegetables. If you’re roasting
vegetables, you actually need
to start those before the rice. If
you want to boil or sauté them,
do so in a pan. The vegetables
are where I put the majority
of my seasonings. I’ve got a
spice rack right above my oven
and I have a few spices that go
well with any combination of
ingredients I have available.
I always throw some garlic
powder in there and then add
crushed red pepper. For me
these two usually take the place
of the standard salt and pepper.
From there you can add
more seasonings if you want to,
but if you don’t the meal will
still taste good as is. Hot sauce
(my favorite is Sriracha) is also
a good last minute addition that
can make any boring meal turn
into something that tastes like
it took a lot more effort than it
did.
Whatever you’re feeling that
night, just go with it. The thing I
love most about cooking is that
it is an avenue through which
I can release some creativity.
Maybe I can’t draw or paint, but
at least I can come up with some
pretty good meals on the fly. Just
be careful showcasing your skills
because once people know you
can cook, they start expecting
you to bring elaborate things to
those end of the year barbecues
and potlucks.
Emily Winters is a senior
media arts and design and
sociology double major.
Contact Emily at winterer@
dukes.jmu.edu.

In April 2010, Nikki Ferraro was
diagnosed with sporadic medullary
thyroid cancer. Even with the threat
of losing her life, she immediately
adopted a positive outlook on an
incredibly difficult situation.
“Attitude is everything,” Ferraro
said. “If you have a good attitude
and outlook it really makes all the
difference.”
Two weeks after her diagnosis,
Ferraro, a sophomore marketing
major, started a Relay for Life team
which raised $20,000. But, she
didn’t want to stop there.
After leading a successful Relay
for Life team, Ferraro continued
backing cancer research and supporting teens also dealing with
cancer by starting a nonprofit
organization.
“She pushed us for a few months,
and so we decided to let her do this,
as a small project to keep her positive” Nikki’s mother, Sharon Ferraro
said.
Ferraro started her nonprofit
organization in September 2010 to
support teens diagnosed with cancer while also supporting thyroid
cancer research. The foundation,
Bite Me Cancer, has since grown
and as of this semester, the Bite Me
Cancer Club has become a part of the
JMU community.
The main goal of the organization
is to provide services that are geared
specifically toward teens, instead of
the more commonly supported children and adults.
“Nikki started the foundation to
shed some light on teenage victims of
cancer since they are often forgotten,”
Abby Eastridge, a sophomore communication studies major said.
When Ferraro was diagnosed, she
received a gift bag with children’s coloring books and other items that she
couldn’t benefit from. Instead of giving
bags of stuffed animals and coloring
books, Bite Me Cancer provides teens
with a support bag which includes
a USB of Ferraro’s story, a few PowerPoints about the organization, an
iTunes gift card, playing cards and a
water bottle with the Bite Me Cancer
logo.
“We just started the bags not even a
year ago,” Ferraro said. “We have probably given out a little over 100 so far
and we are still building relationships
with the hospitals and foundations we
are giving them to. I didn’t imagine
the success of Bite Me Cancer going
beyond Chantilly, Va. or Northern
Virginia.”
However, Bite Me Cancer is continuing to become a huge success by
already raising over half of the initial
$50,000 goal.

brian prescott / the breeze

Nikki Ferraro started Bite Me Cancer, an organization that offers suport for teens
with cancer, after her own diagnosis in 2010. Bite Me Cancer is also now a JMU club.

The Bite Me Cancer Club here at
JMU was made possible by Ferraro’s
fellow Delta Sigma Pi brothers and
friends. Sophomore Caitlin Turney,
business marketing major and nonprofit studies minor, interviewed
Ferraro about her organization for
a class. After asking Ferraro if she
would be interested in starting a Bite
Me Cancer club at JMU she said it
was always something she thought
about.
“I’m so excited our organization
got recognized, this organization
has the potential and opportunity
to influence students and impact the
community in such a positive way,”
Turney said.
During pledging, Ferraro sent an
email to her pledge class sharing
her background of surviving cancer and how she started her own
organization.
“Ever since then, my pledge brothers and I knew we wanted to help
and be involved in the organization,” Shannon McCarthy, a finance
and computer information systems
major said. Bite Me Cancer has

expanded in funding and participation these past 3 years and Ferraro
plans to continue making it as big as
she can.
“Within the first year of the foundation Nikki told me she wanted Bite
Me Cancer to be as big as Livestrong–
to have the attitude of Bite Me
Cancer and the recognition of the
foundation to be very well known
and helping thousands of people,”
Sharon Ferraro said.
Rather than allowing a usually
heart breaking diagnosis confine
them, Ferraro believes patients can
find strength in the process of dealing with their cancer.
“Don’t let it define you,” Ferraro
said. “It’s how you interrupt your
experience. Do not let it change who
are. I didn’t let change who I was ...
I blossomed.”
If you are interested in donating
or learning more about the Bite Me
Cancer foundation you can visit bitemecancer.org for more information.
Contact Lori News at
newsld@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Macklemore | ‘I couldn’t
have imagined a better artist’
from page 8

Becky Sullivan / the breeze

More than 3,000 people fill the Convocation Center at Macklemore’s sold out concert on Monday.

radio requests, the artists played a mix of old
songs and new songs off “The Heist” that had
the audience pumped throughout the show.
“I couldn’t have imagined a better artist ... he
hyped up the crowd more than any other artist could have … [Macklemore and Ryan Lewis]
were genuinely excited to be here,” said Kelly
Sykes, a junior history major, who went to the
concert despite being on crutches and having
a floor ticket.
Macklemore addresses social issues such as
same-sex marriage, drug addiction and individuality in his songs. During his performance
he communicated with students through more
than just the lyrics between sets he discussed
the meaning behind the music.
“It is 2013 and it feels like our country is finally
starting to wake up to equality ... people are waking up to what it means to be compassionate,”
Macklemore said.
Macklemore’s message stayed constant
throughout his performance.
“I think its great someone’s finally addressing
those issues ... that there’s an artist fighting for
equality rather than just making songs about sex
and money,” Wells said.
During “Same Love,” a song about legalizing
same sex marriage, students linked up with arms
around each other, swayed back and forth to the
slower rhythm and clapped to the beat of the
chorus.
“It gives me hope and faith in my heart ...
when I go to colleges like JMU and hear people
singing the chorus word for word,” Macklemore
said.

Emily Tilman, a senior social work major, said
“Same Love” created a feeling of unity amongst
students.
“It was very emotional ... probably not every
JMU student agrees with that song but at the
same time every student was in there cheering
regardless of if they thought that way or not,” Tilman said.
Macklemore recognized JMU as a whole, congratulating the basketball team for making it to
the finals this year and engaged with audience
members individually by complimenting a few
people on their wardrobe choices.
“He has this way of making you feel like you’re
the only one in the audience,” Tilman said.
UPB’s selection of Macklemore made a much
bigger splash than last year’s selection, Passion
Pit. Students expressed their appreciation both
during the show and after.
“The concert was one of the best I have ever
been to,” said Liz Rea, a senior media arts and
design major and public relations director
for UPB. “Students were so excited and at the
same time very kind and respectful. The positive responses on Twitter and Facebook after the
show were overwhelming and many students
sent their thanks and congratulations.”
Rea said the show sold out because Macklemore and Ryan Lewis continued to get popular
after UPB booked them, and because UPB did a
reveal campaign and used social media to gain
hype.
“To base it off the lyrics of his one song, the
show was ‘f---ing awesome’,” Edwards said.
CONTACT Alicia Hesse at
hesseam@dukes.jmu.edu.

Park returns from extinction
VOICE | Jurassic
Spielberg’s classic brought back to life in 3-D two decades after its original release
‘quirky and
always
laughing’
By Travis Barbour
contributing writer

from front

She explains that Mohindroo has
always been passionate about her
music and tried out for ‘The Voice’ as
it’s a “once-in-a-lifetime experience.”
Corrigan describes Mohindroo as
“quirky and always laughing.”
“She was always very busy at JMU,
going between school, a capella
practice and the sorority,” Corrigan
said.
Mohindroo claims that actually getting into the competition was
the hardest part thus far. She had
to compete against thousands of
other contestants with only 48 spots
available.
“It was nerve wracking not knowing if you were going to be called
back. I remember from our first callback I couldn’t sleep for like a week
because I was just afraid I was going
to get cut every day,” Mohindroo
said.
Mohindroo passed the blind
auditions and is now going to have
to compete during pre-recorded
battle rounds. During the battle
rounds, the coaches will pit two of
their own team members against
each other, forcing them to sing the
same song together in front of a studio audience.
After the vocal battle, the coach
must choose which of his or her
singers will advance to the next
round of competition, while the losing artist is available to be stolen by
another coach. Each coach has two
steals available during the battle
rounds.
“I feel very proud to have gotten
this far … it was the biggest accomplishment ever,” Mohindroo said.
“The Voice” airs every Monday and Tuesday on NBC at 8 p.m.
Contact Patricia Sutherland
or Natalie Johnson at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Run! Run! Dinosaurs are in the theater! Steven
Spielberg’s 1993 classic is back in theaters for its
20th anniversary, and now in 3-D.
I’m always wary of both 3-D films and re-releases; the former is often implemented just because
it can be and the latter usually has added scenes
or “updated” visual affects, like George Lucas’
ill-received, computer-generated Jabba the Hut
in the “Star Wars” re-releases.

Jurassic Park 3-D


‘PG-13’ 126 min.
Starring Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff
Goldblum

However, not since “Avatar” have I seen 3-D used
so tastefully. Spielberg doesn’t bother throwing
cheesy “in your face” 3-D moments into his adaptation of the late Michael Crichton novel. The iconic
kitchen scene where the children are hiding from a
pair of vicious raptors was made even more terrifying
by the third dimension. Thanks to the added depth
3-D provides, I felt as if I was the one frantically trying to pull the oven shut. The 3-D adds depth to the
film allowing the viewer to feel inside of the created
world rather than just an onlooker.
Watching this film for the first time in years, I had
forgotten just how frightening it was and I thought
about what terrible parents mine were for allowing
someone so young to watch, but I’m glad they did.
Accompanied by the brilliance of legendary composer John Williams’ score, “Jurassic Park 3-D” is
ripe with surprise and suspense, a definite must-see.
This re-release presents an interesting debate
between nostalgia and new content. In our computer-graphics dominated world, it’s refreshing
to see something like a dinosaur in a movie actually engineered and built, instilling real fear in the
viewer.
There are those who believe the past should stay
in the past to make room for new and upcoming
ideas. Special effects and CGI can be used to do
wonderful things. But when they’re overused,

WHAT
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Jillian paul / the breeze

which many filmmakers do nowadays, it becomes
noticeable and pulls viewers out of the world of the
film. Some things should be left to being actually
constructed. Think about it; if “Jaws” would’ve had
a CGI shark, the movie instantly becomes a bad scifi project rather than a horror classic.
What we must remember is that movies are a
form of art and great artists have their works hung
in museums for generations. Why not re-release a
great film occasionally for younger generations to
appreciate the grandeur like the older have?
Watching this work of art at a different stage in
life gave me a completely different perspective on
its strengths as a film. Classic scenes such as the
T-Rex roaring in 3-D rattled my seat along with my
composure. 3-D implemented correctly hurls the
viewer into the experience and the suspension of
disbelief is heightened. I often felt the need to run
and find cover from this prehistoric behemoth lest
I be chomped into bits.

Leave it to Spielberg to create a film so subtly
horrifying that the audience literally screams,
jumps and laughs in a collective way. Films like
his bring strangers together in a theater and allows
them to feel connected through their shared experience, something I haven’t felt in a long while.
“Jurassic Park 3-D” is no exception. Standing the
test of time, this film is even more powerful with
its perfect pacing, comedy, horror and impeccable
attention to detail.
Though seeing this film on the big screen
in 2-D is an experience in itself, I strongly suggest dishing out the extra $2.50 to don those
funny glasses to truly experience its renewed
brilliance. Like the billionaire John Hammond
says, you should “spare no expense.” Trust me,
your investment will pay off better than his did.
Contact Travis Barbour at
barboutw@dukes.jmu.edu.

Golden China
Serving Harrisonburg Since 1972

10% Oﬀ FREE
JMU Students
Student ID Required
No Coupon Necessary

DELIVERY

Expires: 6/30/13

Full Menu •Full Buﬀet • Full Bar

EVERYDAY
www.GoldenChinaHarrisonburg.com

(540) 434-1285
1005 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA, 22801
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$2.50

$1.00

Ajax Laundry
Detergent
50oz

Chobani
Greek Yogurt
6oz.

$1.99

$1.00

Kellogg’s
Pop-Tarts
8pk

Gatorade
32 oz.

$2.50
Lay’s
Potato Chips
9-10oz

*Valid 2012-2013 School Year. Excludes Special Orders,
Catering, Delivery Orders and Gift Cards

$3.50
Culinary Circle
Rising Crust
Pizzas 33.5oz

Sports
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Follow us on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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chase kiddy

Softball (28-10)

fanatic and proud

A new
regime

Division
shakeup
AL East champion may
be a new name this
season as giants struggle
I often get the feeling while watching baseball that fans care as much, if
not more, about the American League
East as they do about the entire rest of
the sport. It seems like the AL East is
Valhalla, and the rest of Major League
Baseball lives in
that creepy ice
planet that Loki
is from. Damn
you, trickster!
The AL East is
in for one wild
ride though,
so if you’re
done watching
“Gangs of New
York” or reruns of “The Wire,” let’s
run down the hierarchy of AL East
teams in 2013, according to the Gospel of Chase.
5. New York Yankees – Oh how the
mighty have fallen, and when your
payroll checks in just under $203.5
million, yeah, it’s a fall far into the cellar of the AL East. The Yanks blasted
former teammate Nick Swisher and
the typically hapless Indians 14-1 on
Tuesday night, but that only breaks
them even on the season. Running
up the score on a Cleveland pitching
rotation more washed up than Charlie
Sheen’s acting career isn’t particularly
impressive — I don’t care how funny
you think “Anger Management” is.
The Pinstriped Ones have a nice
three-game streak on their hands,
see East, page 13

Fresh faces don’t mean
rebuilding for softball

JAMES CHUNG / The Breeze

Softball coaches Jennifer Herzig, left, Mickey Dean and Loren Messick have helped the team to its best start in program history in their first year.
By ROBERT SULLIVAN
The Breeze

Softball Season Rankings

JMU softball started this season with a new
coaching staff and they have hit the ground
running. Under their direction, the Dukes are
off to their best start in the 12 year program’s
history with a 27-9 overall record and 9-0 record
in conference play.
First-year head coach Mickey Dean crossed
several paths before coming to JMU. He has
been at a range of programs from pitching
coach for the Venezuelan National Team from
2002-2008 to most recently leading Radford
University to a 241-116 record during his sixyear tenure as head coach.
Dean’s extensive experience with different
types of programs brings a fresh perspective to
the JMU softball team, and he understands he
and his staff’s place in the team’s equation.
“There’s a certain time for everything, and
what you try to do is get your team in a good
place and not interrupt them as a coaching

l 1st in Division I in stolen
bases per game at 2.89.
l 23rd in Division I in earned
run average at 1.90.
l 24th in Division I in batting
average at .317.
l 25th in Division I in win/loss
percentage at 75 percent.
staff,” Dean said. “You want to get them in
a good rhythm and let them continue that
rhythm.”
This is also the first year for assistant coaches
Jennifer Herzig and Loren Messick, as well as
volunteer assistant coach Lauren Reznik. Dean
and Messick aren’t strangers, as they coached

together at Radford for the last three years.
“I think we’ve kind of fed off of each other
as a staff and as a team,” Dean said. “It took a
little time to get used to each other but we’ve
just felt good energy.”
The new coaching staff has turned the culture of JMU softball around, revitalizing the
team from the bottom up, according to senior
center fielder Jasmine Butler.
“These coaches are more straightforward
and more motivating in that they push us,”
Dean said. “The transition was difficult, you
have an entirely new coaching staff, it’s not just
one person. They all work together and feed off
of each other and make sure they’re all leading
us in the right direction.”
The effect of the new coaching staff is
apparent in the team’s character as well.
By working on building players individually, the team has grown stronger as a whole.
see Coaches, page 13
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EAst | Possible Beltway Fall Classic
from page 11

starting with a 7-0 shellacking of Verlander and
the Tigers that I’ll get to, a little later. But for
now, separate the Yankees season into two brief
halves: Their first five games, where their run
differential was -16, juxtaposed with their current streak, where it’s +25.
Andy Pettitte looks good early, but with injuries piled up like an I-95 car wreck, the Yankees
won’t maintain this sort of production for any
kind of extended run.
4. Toronto Blue Jays – During spring training, I thought Drake’s hometown heroes might
climb as high as third in a stacked AL East, but
that’s giving them way too much credit. I liked
some of Toronto’s offseason moves (particularly Josh Johnson in the Great Train Robbery of
the Miami Marlins) and I’ve always appreciated
the homerun derby Jose Bautista and his teammates often served up on Wednesday nights.
But the acquisition of R.A. Dickey is the most
talked about signing north of the border, and
Dickey doesn’t look quite up to snuff just yet.
I won’t call Dickey a one-year fluke this soon
into the season. The Red Sox absolutely lit him
up on Sunday, tagging him for five runs (including a homer courtesy of Will Middlebrooks) in
the first inning alone. And if the five runs and
one homer sound familiar, it’s because that’s
exactly what Dickey allowed last year in the first
inning as the Mets’ ace ... over the course of the
entire 2012 season.
Still, Sunday was a fluky day. Dickey and Verlander both got blasted, along with other aces
around the league like Matt Cain (9 ERA), David
Price (8), Cole Hamels (8) and Stephen Strasburg (6).
It’s not time to pull the plug on Dickey, but
it is time to come back to reality with all this
Toronto World Series talk. They’re not an AL
East favorite, and they probably never should
have been.
3. Boston Red Sox – The Sox look like they’ve
exorcised some demons with the departure

of Bobby Valentine. For starters, they lead the
league in on base percentage (.361) and have
compiled a 5-2 record with no one but fellow AL
East teams on the docket so far. Lester and Buchholz have both looked good, so I don’t really have
too much to criticize the Red Sox for. But I’m still
putting them down here at No. 3.
Call it a gut feeling. The nucleus of this team is
virtually the same as it was last year. I know how
vitriolic the clubhouse felt with Bobby V. running
the show, but surely a team can’t go from worst
to first just because they got a new manager that
wasn’t a total a-hole. Right?
2. Tampa Bay – The Rays are not a sexy pick.
Ever. They’re quiet and they can’t even fill their
own stadium. But the pitching is outstanding and
they always come on late.
Arguments against the Rays abound. All of
their offensive metrics, frankly, are terrible.
Tampa ranks 20th in runs, and all the numbers
go downhill from there. I’m pretty sure the Lightning regularly outscore the Rays. It’s that bad.
But Price is a filthy ace, and just like the last
few years, the Rays will surge through July and
August into the playoff conversation. Besides,
what’s the AL East race without at least one slow
start?
1. Baltimore Orioles – I am nothing if not a
shameless homer. Baltimore hasn’t exploded
into a fast start like they have over the last two
or three years, but the Orioles are both veteran
and young, quick and smart. Buck Showalter is a
master manipulator in the dugout and could go
head-to-head with Tampa’s Joe Maddon as the
best manager in the AL East.
The pitching is solid, and the hitting is consistent and timely. The Orioles probably
won’t rattle off 100 1-run wins this season,
but this looks like the year the Orioles will
evolve from young upstarts to AL East fixture. Here’s to a Beltway Classic this October.

TItle IX | Law opened doors
from front

these programs is relatively
balanced with that of men’s
programs.
In the example of JMU
basketball, according to the
Virginia Auditor of Public Accounts, Martha S.
Mavredes, there was only
a difference of $166,463 in
expenditures between the
men’s and women’s programs
in the 2011-2012 season, or
.0048 percent of the total
expenditures that season.
There has been a “disturbing trend,” as some members
of the panel called it, in women’s sports at JMU and in the
nation as a whole. While the
number of female athletes
continues to keep in line with
that of their male counterparts, the number of female

head and assistant coaches is
decreasing.
“The fact that there are
few er w omen coaching
women is a great disservice
to women,” Judith Flohr, faculty emeritus of JMU said.
“I think the fact that it’s also
at the assistant level is also
concerning because if we
are going to continue to rally
around … women in those
positions … they need to
aspire to be a leader; to be a
coach.”
The overall consensus
from the panel on Title IX is
that it has its flaws, but also
that it has helped turn both
men’s and women’s sports
into something that has revolutionized the educational
system and opened the door
for young athletes to gain a

proper education.
“I think that sport has
gotten so much larger than
anything Title IX intended,” said panel member and
JMU lacrosse coach Shelley
Klaes-Bawcombe. “Title IX
intended the opportunity to
play. And sport is not about
playing anymore. It’s about
the result. It’s about [the
opportunity to get] to college
and earn a scholarship.”
Despite questions surrounding Title IX and it’s
current role in college athletics, the law has achieved the
goal of the women who started AIAW in 1971.
“Equality, equity, and a
move towards parity,” Brooks
said.
Contact Connor Drew
at drewcj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Chase Kiddy is a senior writing, rhetoric and
technical communication major. Contact
Chase at kiddyca@dukes.jmu.edu.

Coaches | ’Its in the kids’ hands’
from page 11

“The discipline and team dynamic is different
from last year,” senior utility player Haley Johnson said. “The head coaching staff is making
people believe a lot more in themselves and trust
their teammates.”
Everything seems to be clicking for the Dukes at
the plate and on the field. They are batting at a .317
average as a team while holding their opponents
to just a .205. The batting average is the 24th best
in Division I (290 teams). The Dukes also have the
23rd ranked earned run average at 1.90.
Where JMU has especially shined is on the base
paths, where they steal 2.89 bases per game. That
number leads Division I. To Dean, the team’s performance comes as no surprise.
“Everybody always talks about a new coaching

staff and rebuilding,” Dean said. “It doesn’t have
to be rebuilding, I don’t know what rebuilding is. I
think you take what you have and you do the best
that you can; no one says that you have to wait.
We can’t do anything about the past, we can’t do
anything about the future, but we can take care
of the present.”
With the improvement this year and the new
recruits coming in for next year, Herzig is very
optimistic about the future of this team.
“It’s in the kids’ hands. The coaching staff sees
really big things for it,” Herzig said. “We want to
be one of the mid-majors that’s on a national
spectrum and I think we’ve drawn a little bit of
attention this spring from a national audience.”
Contact Robert Sullivan at
sullivrx@dukes.jmu.edu.

Hokies split with Dukes

Holly Warfield / The Breeze

Freshman catcher Erica Field attempts to tag out a Virginia Tech base runner in the first game of
Wednesday’s doubleheader. The Dukes gave up five unearned runs in the fifth inning as Virginia Tech
claimed the game 5-2. Sophomore pitcher Heather Kiefer started in the circle for JMU and lasted 4.2
innings before being replaced by sophomore pitcher Miranda Kemp to close out the fifth inning. JMU
scored one run in the fourth inning on a double by Field and a second run in the fifth inning on a bunt by
second baseman Hannah Hayes. JMU rebounded with a 2-1 win in the second game.

>> For the full recap of both games, visit breezejmu.org.
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You think you have
what it takes?

Yeah, “write!”
Email breezeeditor@gmail.
com to get started.

Student Org Dinner?
Come to L’italia, and we’ll donate
proceeds to a cause of your choice!

For your events, check out our

Family Dinners to Go

540.433.0961

815 E. Market St.

Voted

Best Italian Restaurant
www.litalia-restaurant.com

Only the
Open
27 Years
Finest Foods
in Town
Please Scan
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Classifieds
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Taking time off from school?
Work for Student Services
Moving & Storage Co. $11-$13/
hr plus travel, tips & bonuses.
Apply online www.studentservicesmoving.com.

3-4-6-7 BEDROOM PROPERTIES available 2013-14,
Near Memorial Hall with large
bedrooms. Starting at $295 a
month 540-564-2659. http://
www.castleproperty.com. Pet
friendly

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST (BI-LINGUAL) Seeking
candidate with flexible availability, computer/IT, and
health insurance knowledge.
Must be profressional, friendly, and able to work within a
team setting. Email resumes
to lcollins@emergicares.com

3 BEDROOM TOWN HOME
for rent - looking for two
roommates. 3 master bedrooms each with private
bath. Nice common areas
with a large laundry room.
$425 per month per person
with individual lease. Cable/
internet and trash removal
provided. Available June 2013.
Call 703-987-0483 or email
maudtraveler@aol.com.

LOOKING FOR AN AMAZING SUMMER JOB? Timber
Ridge Camp, a children’s
overnight resort in High View,
WV, still has several openings
for male counselors. All Room
and Board provided and top
salary’s. Spend the summer
doing the things you love
with children. Apply online
at www.trcamps.com or call
800-258-2267.
JACK BROWN’S/SINGLEWIDE/BILLY JACK’S hiring
all locations, all positions.
Experience preferred, not
necessary. Apply within, 80
S. Main St., Harrisonburg.
WORK ON THE BEACH
THIS SUMMER! Are you sick
of classes? Are you ready for
summer? Do you want to get
paid to work on the beach???
Telescope Pictures and
85&Sunny is looking for
dynamic, motivated, and
hard working collegestudents
ready to experience the best
summer oftheir lives!We offer exceptional pay, bonuses,
the BEST workenvironment,
and a summer you will never
forget!Housing and paid internships are available!
Apply Online NOW: resortentertainmentgroupinc.com
443.878.2377

GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT
for 2013-2014 4 Bedrooms 2
bath S. High St. Close to campus. Good Parking. Rent is
$1200/month. 540-478-3234
PRICE REDUCED, exceptionally nice four bedroom four
bath house. $295. Elizabeth
St. 540.810.3632.
CAREGIVERS FOR LITTLEST
DANCERS, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 3:45-8:45 Mon-Sun. May
20-26. Call 540-810-3631.
DANCE ACADEMY interviewing for part-time instructors
Fall 2013-May 2014. Need
car. Experience/References
required.540-810-3631.

NEED SOME FOCUS? Call
An Alum!Harrisonburg Career
Coaching.com
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